
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 97598 31" Open Heart Pastel Foil Balloon

1 11128 11" White Latex 100 pk (8 needed)

1 5221 5" Caribbean Blue Latex 100 pk (8 needed)

1 18203 Red 260 Twistee 50 pk (1 needed)

1 18215 Caribbean Blue 260 Twistee 50 pk (1 needed)

1 18221 Rose 260 Twistee 50 pk (1 needed)

1 18222 Spring Lilac 260 Twistee 50 pk (1 needed)

1 1537 Balloon Display Tower
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#97598

#18222

#1537

#97598
Inflate the balloon. Slide the tail through one 

of the holes in the balloon cup & secure it with 
tape. Slip an uninflated twistee through the two 

remaining holes in the cup.

#1537
Assemble the display tower. Fill the base with water 

to provide stability. Extend the pole 4 feet.

#5221
Inflate two caribbean blue latex balloons to 5" & tie 

together to form a duplet. Repeat to create a 2nd duplet. 
Twist the duplets together to create a four-balloon cluster.

Repeat to create a second identical cluster.

#11128
Repeat the steps above to create two clusters using 11" white 

latex balloons inflated to 9". Slip one white cluster onto the 
bottom of the pole. Nest a caribbean blue cluster on top.    

#18203 / 18215 / 18221 / 18222
Inflate one of each color twistee to the same length. Leave 2" of each 

uninflated. Tie them together at the necks to create a + shape. Slide 
the twistees under the caribbean blue cluster at the base of the pole. 

Pull each twistee up between the balloons. 

Braid the entire length of two twistees together. Twist the ends together 
to keep the braid from unraveling. Repeat this step for the remaining 

twistees. Be sure to braid them in the same direction. 

Wrap the 1st braid around the pole. The twistees should naturally spiral 
upwards. Repeat this step with the 2nd braid wrapping it into the open 

space left from the 1st braid. Twist the ends of each braid together to 
secure them to the pole.

Cut the tips of the twistees, release the air from the twisted segments at 
the top & tie them together tightly to prevent deflation.

Slide the 2nd caribbean blue cluster on top of the braids. Use the loose 
ends of the braids to secure the cluster. Nest the remaining white cluster 
on top of the 5" cluster. Attach the cup & foil balloon on top of the pole. 

Slip the ends of the uninflated twistee through the 2 clusters & tie it to 
secure the foil balloon. 

#18215

#18203

#18221

#5221

#11128

https://www.balloons.com/add/97598
https://www.balloons.com/add/11128
https://www.balloons.com/add/5221
https://www.balloons.com/add/18203
https://www.balloons.com/add/18215
https://www.balloons.com/add/18221
https://www.balloons.com/add/18222
https://www.balloons.com/add/1537

